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NOTE TO READERS
It is suggested to readers that the four articles
beginning on Page 7 be studied as a whole. They
. complement one another.
The four articles examine and re-affirm the
fundamentals of Communism. They review
accumulated Australian practice of striving to
apply Marxist principles to Australian conditions.
The, position of individual leaders within the
Communist movement is discussed. There is also

consideration of the formulation of the Com- .
munist Party's line and policy and of how to
view errors made within the course of struggle .
Above all, the articles breathe optimism
for revolutionary advance. "Capitalism determines that there must be socialist revolution"
says one of the four articles. "Whether it ;;
immediate or postponed, still the inexorable
laws of capitalism guarantee the victory of
socialism. "

'. nal draft programm~
Communist Party of.
(Marxist-Leninist)
. Australia today has achieved national
sovereignty, nominal and partial, but not total
national independence, and formal but limited
democratic rights. Though these are positive,
they are limited by a continuing degree of
dependence on big foreign powers, an enmeshing
in the net of unequal financial and trading
arrangements with big foreign pow~rs. the
control of key sectors of the economy (and
partial control of many other sectors) by
primarily f.reign-cwned corporations, and
restrictions and erosion of civil liberties and the
surveillance by the secret police of political and
social movements "of interest".
.
Even these limited factors are threatened
by developments in the world at present. There
is appreciation and support of the dem~d of
ordinary 'people for the right to live in peace.
The struggle for peace must identify the source
of immediate threat and advance coqect slogans
to meet the danger. Pacifism can only encourage
aggression. ~structive though they are, the
matter is far more complex than the possession
of nuclear weapons.
The decisive imperialisms in the world are
. the two superpowers - Soviet social-imperialism
and- U.S. imperialism. Their contention and
struggle overshadow all world events and greatly
influence the situation within Austraija.
U.S. imperialism holds a dominant position
in Australia~s key industries and continually
restricts the development of Austlalia's
sovereignty and indepen~ence.
.
Australia has developed its own 'monopoly
capitalists, a weak: national bourgeoisie and a
comparatively big comprador bourgeoisie (comprador in the ~ense of throwing in its..iot with
big foreign powers). There is a division of loyalties among the comprador bourgeoisie. Some
sections desire cloSer .economic links with Soviet

is The Provisional Draft of
rn.tIr1'.zmirne of the Communist' Party
I.,,;uta (Marxist-Leninist). It Incorporates
'made to the Provisional Draft following
4II._,n and review by the recent Sixth
::MIItOIfIII Party Congress. It form.s a concise,
,.,thbrltative statement of the Party 's.baslc line,
, iiiR,ramme and organlsotional principles. The
"duprlpJlon of the document as a Provisional
-'Draft highlights that it is kept under regular
d4Bcusslo n .
PROVISIONAL DRAFl' OF GENERAL
PROGRAMME OF THE COMMUNIST
PARTY OF AUSTRALIA
(MARXIST-LENINIST)
I. AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY
The Communist Party of Australia (MarxistLeninist) strives to be the political party of the
Australian workers. It, aims to embody the
highest ideals and hopes of the m~ority of
Australians. It endeavours from the scientific
standpoint of Marxism, to examine Australian
and world society and participate in changing
that society.
; Present Australian society has its roots in
the colonisation of Australia. This ilivolved the
attempts at extermination of the Aboriginal
people.
The struggles of the ,convicts and working
settlers, and the struggles of the black people for
survival, initiated and flowed into national and
independence struggles which continue today.
The growth ot production brought into being a
rural and indU$trial working class. the strilggles
of which, over conditions of life and work and
over democratic rights against the colonisers and
developing capitalists, flowed into an overall
struggle for national unity and economic and
political independence.
3

defence, and related industries;
6. Defence and extension of Aboriginal
land rights; resource rights and support
for progressive demands of Aboriginal
people;
7. Defence and extension of natural conservation' and national heritage, together with rational use of resources;
8. Resistance to the domination of Australia by the U.S.A. and its interference in Australia;
9. United action against the subversion,
aggression and world war plaits of
the two superpowers. There needs to
be special explanation of tl\e global
danger of Soviet social-imperialism.

social-imperialism, whilst others maintain and
develop their connections with U.S. imperialism.
Britain retains a strong but declining position,
while Japanese imperialism pushes in. The
existence of a whole comprador class, prepared to compromise with and sell out. to the
most powerful bidder, constituteS.a grave and
continuing menace to Australia!s independence•..
Amongst the classes and _t~QJiP()Sed to'
superpower con~ention and to U.S. domination
of Australia arid whose interests demand a
democratic and independent Australia, the
working class is the leading class because it is the
most closely CC)nDected with the most advanced
means of production, the most numerous and
the mast conscious and disciplined.
In the decisivsJpdustries in Australia, the
process of production is already largely socialised
but the products so socially produced are
appropriated privately, basically by monopoly
capitalists. Capitalism moves from crisis to crisis
and periods of stable growth are the exception.
It is an outmoded social system. Nevertheless,
in the present Australian situation, a socialist
revolution is not immediately possible.
In the light of all this, the Communist
Party of Australia (Marxist-Leninist) sets itself
general aims.

ULTIMATE PROGRAMME

. The Party's ultimate aim is the classless
society of Communism. This soci~ty realises the
objective of "from. each according to his ability,
to each according to his needs".
The material and moral conditions for the
higher stage of Communism are laid in the
lower, previous stage of socialism. Socialist
society is characterised politically by the rule of
the working class and its allies, that is, the overwhelming majority over the tiny minority of
previous exploiters. Economically it is characterised by rational and planned production for the
public need. Its development is according to the
principle "from each according.to his ability, to
each according to his work."
. As preliminary to this the Party aims to
unite all working and patriotic people, fanners,
democrats, patriotic business people, etc., to
realise an independent \ democratic Australia,
Such an Australia will be characterised by
a handful of
democracy for all ex.cept
comprador capitalists. There will be expropriation and redistribution \ of foreign-owned
fannlands; nationalisation of key industries and
fmance; all round rights for the black people,
equality ,of the sex.es;adequate living standards
for all; people's Qwnership of the press, r:14dio,
TV, halls, public meeting'places, etc.
;:J
In the face of ruthless and violentr!~up
pression by means of anned force used 'lllf.; the
imperialists and' other reactionaries, anan the
necessity for defending people's dem9lFIaey
against aaression, interference and subvel1lion,
the wo~ng class and its party must be pre-

2. AIMS OF THE PARTY
The Party has an immediate programme
and an Ultimate programme.
IMME;DIATE PROGRAMME

In its immediate programme it seeks to
promote unity with all those with whom there
can be unity around the following demands:
I . The defence and extension of national
sovereignty and independence;
2. The defence and extension of democratic rights;
3. The defence and improvement of living
conditions, attention to the needs of
pensioners and unemployed people,
provision of adequate health services
and education facilities;
4. The development of manufacturing
. industry and balanced primary production;
S. AD-round and effective national defence,
including people's anned. forces,
people's civil defence, coastal and air
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pared fOJ all 'means of'struaIe;'1bus the Party's
. aim includes the lmildin& of ueal peOple's army
to resist the 'fastilt ".rtacb :of ' the imperialists
and reactionaries' l1li6 l-wtimately to form a
component ofpeopte'l-· state p'ower, able to
engage iIF~~ction' as well as national
defence. 1\; '}, .. ! t< N ',.'

;k

4.

ORGANISATIONAL PRINCIPLES
ANtf;auLES OF THE PARTY
:'i.~·,:.'.~".i ..~;J.I"

5.

... ~1h~"."""tional principles of the Com1II:'lfI~ ~of Australia (Marxist-Leninist) are
based oQ.,.the Party's continuing analysis of Aus-

tralian$Oclety, along lines described above, and

~.~~must be c.onsidered in conjunction with
tbis;8nalY~·

"; .In particular, full attention must be given
to the fact that Australia is 'a bourgeois dictator- .
ship concealed under the cloak of a democratic
parliamentary monarchy. In ~ity, the democracy is a cover for suppression by the
bourgeoisie through its state apparatus of the
working class and all other toiling people.
The Party must be able to function under
any circumstances and be able to maintain its
work through rapid changes of conditions.
Attention must be given to the Party's
class character, its national Australian patriotic
character. It must insist upon the highest quality
for its cadres.
The Party is a living organism and careful
attention must be given to all experience and
appropriate conclusions drawn so that changes
may be made in good time.

MEMBERSHIP

7.

Membership of the Party shall be open to
a person who accepts and applies the programme, constitution and rules of the
Party. is repared to be organised in a.
manner approved by the Central .Committee and pays such dues as are determined by the Central Committee.
8. Applications for membership shall be
treated individually and approv.ed, deferred or declined by the Central Committee.
.
Members
must
serve
the
interests of the
9.
working class and working people of Australia, subordinate private interests to those
of the Party and people, strive to master
and apply the basic principles of MarxismLeninism, maintain study of Australian life
using the stand and viewpoint of Marxism
and remould their ideological outlook in
the process of maintaining close ties with
the masses, consulting with them so as to
learn from them.
10. Members must observe Party discipline and
carry out Party decisions conscientiously.
They should practise principled .criticism
and self-criticism, be honest, open and
above board in Party, matters. They should
use only conect party channels in the discussion and. han~g of their work. Discipline in .the Party"arises from conviction
of the correctness of Marxism-Leninism. It
is not arbitrary. It is based on the under-

RULES
I.

2.

3.

elect a chairman and such other officers as
appropriate. It shall convene a National
Party Congress every four years or sooner if .
circumstances require.
Branches of the Party shall be organised
under the supervision of the Central Committee, having reg~rd to the actual and
varied condition of their operation.
Party members and branches shall identify
themselves with the masses of people,
whether advanced, intermediate or backward, so as to serve .t.ba great cause of thl;l
Party's aims. They should strive to work
out new and appropriate ways to conduct
mass work, contribute to the collective
life of the Party by summing up experience, and recruit new Party members
appropriately.

The main organisational principle of the
Party is democratic centralism. This means
that the leading bodies of the Party arise in
democratic consultation, the individual is
subordinate to the organisation, the minority to the majority, and the entire Party to
its leading bodies.
The National Party Congress is the supreme
Party organisation. It takes place as a process of democratic consultation of aD Party
members. 'It' sums up experience, sets pOlicy
and in democratic consultation of the
members, elects the Central Committee' of
-the Party.
The Central Committee is the leading body
of the Party between congresses. It shall

5

standing that correct service to the people
can only arise if the Party develops a fully
conscious discipline. The method of persuasion must take precedence in developing Party discipline. The Party reserves the
right of expulsion in rare cases of incorrigible breach of. Party discipline. Any proposal for expUlsion must be endorsed by
the Central Committee to be effective. A
member who; for ideological reasons,
becomes politically apathetic or at variance
with the Party t may withdraw ~r be persuaded to withdraw. The C~tral Committee determines methods for resolution
of membership problems. Party dues will
. be detennined by the Central Committee.
All Party funds belong to the Central
Committee.

11. Party members. have the right and duty
to criticise Party organisations and m~e
proposals to them; this extends to the right
. 'to report directly to the Central Committee.
If It member holds different views about
the decisions or directives of the Party; he or she·
may reserve his or her views while carrying out
the decisions conscientiously.
It is essential to create a politiCal climate in
which there are both centralism am:t democracy ,
both discipline and initiativ.e, both unity of will
and personal ease of mind.!

Members of the Communist Party accept a
Hfetime commitment to the welfare of the Australian 'people and the great cause of Communism.

.
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Four Articles
Fundamental Principles of Ctlmmunism
Marx's principles. For example, the principle of
exploitation remains the same in the era of' the
micro-chip as it was in the era ofthe steam engine.
The state apparatus in principle remains the same
under modem fascism or modem democra,cy as inCastlereagh's England of the early 19th century.
In each example, however, the details and fonns
have changed. The change in detail and fonn has
confirmed the principle. It has illustrated and
enriched the principle.
As for the over-riding world outlook of.
materialist dialectics (revealed by Marx) of which.
the centre is the law of contradiction within the
essence of things, it has received the most overwhelming confinnation as knowledge of society
and nature has advanced. Again the detail' of this
confinnation has rounded out and enriched the
principle.
The principle, the laws, offer the explanation and the only overall eXl?lanation of the
development of capitalism into imperialism. They
explain the emergence of more efficient means
of production including that of the micro-chip.
They explain the development of imperialism, the
origin of war. They explain the development of
science. By understanding them, the general lines
of development in society and nature can be foreseen. By using these principles or laws it can be
said with absolute certainty that capitalism will
end and socialism will develop. It can be said with
absolute certainty that while imperialism
lasts· there will be wars of one kind or another.
It can be said with absolute certainty that while
the capitalist system remains, exploitation of the
working class will intensify. A great deal more can
be said With absolute certainty.
, What has been said deals with general social
and natural laws. The details cannot be spoken of
with the same certainty. For example, the details

'There are Certain fundamental principles of
Communism. They are principJes that originally
were revealed by Man: and Engels and developed
by people like Lenin and Mao Zedong.
Materialist dialectics, which is the allembracing description of the laws revealed by' an
examination of the evolution and development of
nature and society constitutes the core of
Marxism. Marx revealed the law of value and
showed that under capitalism that law explained
the exploitation of the workers. He revealed the
nature of the state as an apparatus for the
suppression of one class by another and that class
struggle under capitalism had to be carried into
the struggle for the dictatorship of the proletariat.
The state is an organ of class violence and the
capitalist class would almost certainly resort to
violence to resist any changes of state power.
Communism involved the organisation of the class
struggle of the working class with the aim of
winning state political power, the transfer of
the means of production to the working class and
its allies and the establishment of socialist
economy in place of capitalist' economy. There
are other fundamental features of Communism
and very much more detail involved. 'For present
purposes, the statements above will suffice.
Since Marx wrote, society has greatly
developed. Lenin explained the phenomenon of
imperialism. Since the death of Lenin, there has
#- been further great change. Others have enriched
the laws revealed by Marx ,and Lenin. But no one
has shown that those fundamental laws, principles,
are wrong. Despite immense efforts to discredit
them, they remain as truth. Truth is indestructible. All subsequent facts have proved the correctness of Marx's origina1 principles. The immense
and rich accumulation of detail since Marx and
Lenin has c~nfinned, rounded out and enriched
7

would be stuck with his words before the Comof particular capitalismsare different from one
mune that it was wrong for the workers to rise or
country to another. But what is certain is that in
we would be stuck with his words after the
each there is a class which owns and controls the
uprising that the workers stormed heaven. Instead
means of production and a class which does not
what emerged was an explanation of the facts and
own and control the means of production but is
distillation of the principle. Marxism is a revolutdep,endent on those owners. With that goes ,a
repressive state apparatus to enforce the ownel(, ionary doctrine. The exact detailed experience of
ship of the owning class and the dependence of the Paris Commune was never likely to be
the non-owning class. In other words, there is a repeated but the lessons from it remained a guide
to action.
particular capitalism and ill particular state in each
There is much also that can be said on every
country. What is common to all' is the essence of
facet of human and natural development and the
the exploitation and the eSsence of the state
light shed on them by Marxism. It is necessary to
apparatus.
restate general principles because today there is
It ,is n~cessa.ry to restate all the general
great distortion of Marxism.
principles of Communism, to restudy them. They
There is distortion by assertions or actions
have had a history both of correct understanding
based on the view that 'every word of :Marx,
and in~omct understanding, of partially correct
Engels, Lenin, Stalin, Mao Zedo~g is correct.
understanding and partially incorrect understandThere are distortions that the principles, laws,
ing, In consequence, there has been confusion
between principles, laws, on the one hand and the
revealed by these men are not relevant, are out
details, facts from which the laws, principles, are
of date and so on.
I
The socialist revolution in China, for
derived and which details and facts obey the laws,
principles.
example, in principle obeyed and could only
obey the general laws shown by Marx 'to exist.
It is absolutely correct to say that the
principles of Marxism-Leninism remain correct
But the details of it could not obey every word
that these men had said or written. What the
and it is true to say that not every word of the
classics of Marxism is correct. The discoverers
Chinese Communists did was to use the guidance
provided by the general laws of Marxism in
of the principles required to analyse many facts.
handling the details of China. The general
The principles showed that there was a class
principles showed with absolute certainty that
struggle and that class struggle had to be extended
to the overthrow of the exploiting class and the
there would be socialism in China and in the
establishment of the dictatqrship of the working
gene'ral sense they showed how. In the particular
conditions,it was a very different matter. Thus,
class. The exact how and details of the process
must· be illuminated by the general principle but
too, in the building of, socialism the general
principles were clear; tne how in the particular
the general principle did not show exactly how
circumstances was not at all clear. Lenin showed
each detail or fact of the process required to be
that Marx refused to speculate on the form
handled. What -was correct in one circumstance
socialism and socialist change would take
may be totally incorrect in another. Therefore in
although Marx showed with, certainty the inevievery single exposition of Marxism, care must be
taken to distinguish between principle and detail. tability of socialism. Marx only elaborated on
The principle is universally true, the detail is of such matters after actual experience. Thus after
transitory importance and at best iUustrative of . the actual experience, 'the trial and error of the
the principle. Marx, for example, studied the ~aris Commune, Marx went a little further than
detail of the Paris Commune (he had advised the he had gone before. What had happened was the
Parisian workers against it but when it occurred confirmation. and enriching of a general principle
hailed it). From the detail, he deduced the need
that he had already' revealed. Ma~ was no
for the working class to destroy the capitalist utopian; he did not arbitrarily dream up socialstate machine; the workers could not simply take ism nor how to achieve it. He saw its genend
it over. Marxism is not a lifeless dogma, not a outline and the general principle of ha'" to
final, finished and ready-made imm'utable doctrine attain it and build it. The' details needed to be
b.ut a living guide to action. (Lenin). If it were a worked out under the general guidance of these
dogma ,and every word of Marx true, then we principles.
8
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six years he said th~, fonn of socialism would
vary and, for example, after socialism. in an
advanced capitalist' country had been I built,
Russian socialism would be backward. This was
because Russia, was a backward country. The
Russian people owned the means of production
and owned the state. They had to find out about
~ building of socialism by' experience. There
wit much trial and error. The Russian Revolution and building of socialism, were guided by
the general principles of Marxism. Those general
principles said little or nothing about the detail.
As time went on, and Russia successfully built
socialism, ,then due to a number of factors the
details of its experience came to be regarded in
,some Communist circles as universal. This was
quite wrong. In addition, people's understanding
of that experience varied. A system of thought:
that, tested everything by the universality
of
,
Russian details, and even impressions of it,
arose. It was really a denial of Marxism to do
this. A sim_itar attitUde developed towards
Chinese socialism. This,' too, was wrong.
Both revolutions occurred in accordance
with laws revealed by Marxism, guided those.
revolutions and the revolutions confirme~ and
enriched the principle. The details stood on a
different footing. Thus to condemn China over
the contract system, over opening up to the
world, over changing the Communes, as departing from Marxism is. quite incorrect. It is based
on a dogmatism which developed in the past in a
set of particular circumstances. If it were said and
proved, that China had abandoned the guidance
of Marxism, the dictatorship of the proletariat,
the socialist road and the leadership of the Communist Party, then that is quite different. It
goes to principle. However, the Chinese Communists assert the contrary imd there is nothing
in the details to prove that they are wrong. On
the contrary.
On the other side" is the attack on Marxism
from the right. This asserts that Communism is
no longer relevant, it is out of date and so on.
Under this assertion, arguments for the dissolution of Communist Parties are advance'd. It
is said that in modern democracies Communism has no place. Socialism can be brought
about by parliamentary legislation, "restructuring" society and so on.
What of all this? It is not necessary or
desirable to nominate parties, groups or indiv-

In some circles' there is, for example, an
attack on the Chinese Commuhists. It is said
they are departing from Marxism. This is said
_. from the point of view of seeing Marxism as a
final ready-made dogma;' it is not our function
to . examine the details of China's socialist
development nor prosent policies. Actually only
the Chinese communiSts can fully do that. But
the matter can be approached in principle. The
principles of-peopJe~s ownership of the means
of production;' of the dictatorship of the proletariat are inviolable. Provided that is adhered
to, it is absolutely in accordance with Marxism
to engage in experimentation. Not Mane nor
En gels nor Lenin nor Mao Zedong ever attempted to describe in detail the form of socialism. To
do so ,would be absolutely wrong. It is·a fact
that very little indeed was written by any of
these men about socialism. Engel's concluding
section of Anti-Duhring was published as a
separate booklet entitled Socialism, Utopian
imd Scientific. Nowhere in that booklet does
Engels attempt to describe the' detail of socialism. In fact his criticism of the utopian socialists, whom he acknowledged as great men,
was that they arbitrarily imagined the form
socialism should and would take. Sir Thomas
More's Utopia was written in the 16th century.
It visualised the ideal society. It was imaginary.
It imagined a society from which the worst
evils of then society were abolished. Samuel
Butler's Erewhon was similar. The utopians
about whom Engels wrote - Saint Simon,
Fourier and Robert Owen - visualised a
sOciety from which the ills of capitalism had
been abolished. Engels refrained from any
similar exercise but showed the general scientific basis, for socialism and only its generality
derived from his examination of capitalism. He
showed that in prinCiple socialism would abolish
the evils of capitalism. If the Chinese Communists, or anyone else, looked in Socialism,
UtopfJJn and Scientific for the solution of
detailed questions, then they would look in vain.
" They would not look in vain for the scientific
basis on which socialism rested. What goes for
Engelsgoes for Marx, Lenin, Stalin, Mao Zedong.
History entered into this matter. The
Russian Socialist Revolution occurred in late
1917.- Socialism commenced to be built in
Russia. Lenin lived only a little more than six
years after the, socialist revolution. Even 'in that
9
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iduals, who espouse sll<:h 'ideas. It is difficult to
know, for example, where and how the tenn
Euro-Communism .arose. But in capitalist
presentation it means the parliamentary refonn
of capitalism which results in the "restructuring"
of capitalism.
Abuse and name calling never solved any
problem. Rational' analysis and debate. on the
other· hand, clarify' fundamental principle.
Communist principle and experience show that
revolution is the replKement of the rule of one
class by the
of another. Under capitalism, it
involves the .repilacement of capitalist class rule
by working d~ (and its allies) rule with
people's owneJ'Ship of the means of production.
The rule of the dictatorship of the proletariat is
in principle; (not necessarily in name), the
dictatorship of the proletariat. It is possible that
such a change can occur peacefully but it is very
highly unlikely. The capitalist class is very highly
unlikely to surrender peacefully. History affords
no example of it. There is no example either of a
fundamental refonn within capitalism for the
benefit of the exploited people. There is no
example of the peaceful restru'cturing of capitalism. Capitalism and the capitalist state, evolve
according to what Marx called immanent laws
within the economy of capitalism. They arise
from its very nature. Refonns of a limited
character can be won within those laws but they
do not alter the laws. The laws themselves can
only be ended in revolution. To suggest otherwise is the revision of Marxism.
Revision of Marxism arises from the very
conditions of capitalism. Historically, capitalism
was able to produce privileged sections of workers who wanted its pennanence or who were not
impelled to change it. Political parties arose on
that basis. The capitalist class's dominance of
ideology and politics infected the people.
Amongst Marxists these pressures also existed.
These are effects of capitalism. Those
effects resulted in the denial of the fundamental
laws of capitalism and the development of
political parties which in one way or another
gave effect to that denial. Thus parties connected with the workers arose which parties adapted
the workers to capitalism. Exponents of the
revision or denial of Marxism have been bitterly
denounced and excoriated. Tllis has been done,
in the classics of Marxism and by virtually all
those who regard themselves as Marxists. The

n*

bitterness of some of these denunciations is
capable of explanation ftom history. But there is
a question whether many of those who revised
Marx were conscious traitors. In one sense it
doesn't matter whether or not they were
conscious because the damage done' was and is
-=objective. However there is still a, question of
how to deal with it.
'
Certainly many of the people who ~xpound
and follow such ideas genuinely believe in the
corre~tness of those ideas. This is even more so
among those who are influenced by such ideas.
What then will cause them to see that the ideas
are wrong? If abuse or unreasoned criticjsm' is
put forward, then often the result is exactly
opposite to that which it should be, namely, the
winning over of the people who are, misled.
Moreover experience in social life above all
teaches these people, experience that capitalism
cannot be radically restructured: Often the
experience requires to be repeated many, times
before the correct lesson is drawn. Methods of
the past of abuse, breaking of relations, splits,
schisms, really assist the capitalist class. In some
circumstances, as history shows, splits inevitably
arise. Still the problem calls for'reconsideration.
There is no doubt that ideologically there is a
huge gap between Marxism and revisionism.
They are the antithesis of each other. Thismust
be said. But the question remains ho)" to cure
the position. It is analagous to the poSition that
arose when Lenin pointed out that a fonnof
revisionism (opportunism) was the main social
prop of capitalism. This is a correct statement. If
the social-democratic parties, the. socialist parties,
were revolutionary and ~dhered to Marxism,
then capitalism would' rapidly be overthrown.
Lenin's statement was used to justify the
proposition, at least in Australia,that therefore
the main blow should be struck against the
Labor Party.Such an attitude is to confuse
principle with tactics. 'It is tactically quite wrong
to deal the "m~ blow',- against a party which
has thousands and thousands of genuine working
class adherents. Circumstances may arise in a
great revolutionary upheaval (or other events)
where such a tactic would be correct. So with
Euro~ommuIiism and other fonns of the
revision of Marx:, They are ideologically and
politically wrong. But that does not preclude
friendly J;elations with their exponents. S.in}ply
to have hostile or no relations means the sever10
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,simply to abuse them. Experience again is the
peat teacher: Abuse on either side does not help.
In addition, as pointed out elsewhere, there
is a wide unity, on very important questions
among a great diversity of groups. This unity
should be chetished and nurt~.

,anee of' contact and possibility of influence with
thousands. Moreover the exchange itself of ideas
is beJieficial to each.
The purity and integritY of Marxism mus.t
be upheld. Within genuine Communist Parties
(that is, Communist Parties which genuinely
strive to adhere to the principles of Marxism)
there, needs to be unrelenting struggle forMarx·
ism. That involves the struggle for correct tactics
and correct relations between all thoSe who have
influence in the working class and among progressive people. There is a profoulld distinction
between the mass work of the Communist Party
and the intemallife of the Communist Party.
A similar attitude is required to those who
have dogmatic left views: It serves little purpose

Positive exposition of the Views of all can
assist in the clearing up of ideas. If properly
expounded and practised Marxism is sure to be
victorious. The existence of opportunism,
revisionism, dogmatism, is an inevitable part of
capitalism. If they didn't exist, then it wouldn't
be capitalism. The great problem is how effectively the Communists can combat them and win
the people to Communism.

.
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Revolutionary Optimism Springs from the
Working Class Movement

-

Lenin's classic Materialism and Empirio-Criticism was written to l't!assert the fundamental
propositions of the world outlook of ~~.
It is a book of supreme optimism~ It was written
durins a luIJ in the R11IiIi.8B revolutionary movement and in a period when the tsarist reaction
appeared to be in the ascendant. Lenin explained
that the moods of pessimism among Russian
radicals had caused spurious views to be passed
off in the 'name of Communism. With merciless languaseLenin assailed the opponents of

possibilities of the achievement of socialism.
Some 'who either accepted the correctness of
Marxism or thought they accepted that correct- ,
ness have lost their faith in it. Sometimes there
is bitter dispute between rival "Communists"
either individually or as groups or Parties.
There must, be a reason Jor al,l this. And
views about the reason must be, canvassed and
examined so that maximum princip1e4 unity can
be achieved and maximw1t unity Oil "ven que~t
ions. A Communist, Party correctly acting on
Marxist principles, is essential for the winning of
socialism. (This article proceeds Op. this bold
assertion, in a previous issue of this journal the
reasons to justify this assertion were advanced).
Capitalism calls into bei:'!18 a working class.
That working class is objectively the most
advanced class in society. It is the most cohesive
Ilnd disciplined. It is attached to the lJlost
advanced means of production. It does not of
itself have Communist consciousness. That is a
process of gradual development and the enlightenment that comes from Marxism. Although
there is competition among the individual workers for jobs, wages; advancement, etc~, the community of interest of the workersapinst their
exploitation, unifies them. The processes of
capitalism have the tendency to throw more and
more people into the working class and 1.0 unite
that class more. This is an abiQIute tendency; it
is derived from the actual mechanism of capitalist exploitation. It does not follow that at a
given time it proceeds with'machine..J.ike pre·
cision. This qualification is made here because
one of the errors of Communists has been to
"convert" principiesinto .f4lcts, to confuse the
principle with the facts. to "impose" principles
on facts, to turn facts into "principles".
Modern capitalism 'is. undergoing quite
significant changes. It. is often said by commentators that it is undergoing a second or,third
industrial revolution. This refers to the tremendous advances' in technology with the advent of
computers and the :like. It would be a grave
mistake to believe that at any time in its history
capitalism Was static.. it is not,. never was. and

Marxism.
In the process, he outlined the fundamental principles of materialist dialectics and
reviewed scientifi!= and social developments
between the death of Engels and the time of
writing Materialism and Empirio-Criticism
(1908). He showed how these developments had
confirmed and developed the fundamental
principles discovered and elucidated by Marx
and Engels. With amazing knowledge and
perspicacity he demonstrated, for example, that
the development of physics from understanding the molecule to understanding the atom and
still further the components of the atom protons and neutrons and even further - far
from' ·'abolishing" materialism, confirmed
matter and its movement as fundamental in the
origin and development of the world. He examined and ,refuted the various "schools" of
Communism that had grown up.
There are very important lessons for all
Communists in this. Lenin revealed scientific
truth. What he asserted was not his' opinion
but objective truth. Communism is objective
truth. The truth is derived from facts, and only
from facts. "Seek truth from facts"; was how
Mao Zedong put it. That is, generalisations,
courses of action, principles, can only 'be derived
from facts and from nothing else.
In current circumstances various "schools"
of Communism have arisen. Groups and Parties
exist each of which claims to be Marxist. There
is extensive fragmentation of the "Communist"
movement throughout the capitalist world. In
some quarters there is deep pessimism as to the

\
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, never will be, static. What is constant in u is the
principle, the ownership of the means of . production by one class and the non-ownership of
the means of production by the working class
which is dependent upon the bwners of the
means of production. Around that there are
significant detailed ,differences between one
capitalism and another and within each capitalism there is constant change. On a world scale
imperialism has arisen. It is an absolut~ principle
(law) of imperialism that there is and will be
uneven development - one imperialism arises
and falls, to be replaced by another with the
tendency for the great imperialisms to get fewer
and fewer. This generalisation is derived from
facts ..
The Industrial Revolution of the 19th
century saw the advent of steam power which
gave rise to a whole process of change in the
, making of commodities. Its development confirmed the class analysis revealed by Marx and
Engels and other thinkers. It changed the
content of the oppressed class. It enlarged the
number of workers, their cohesiveness and
discipline. It provided the material, the facts,
upon which the principles of scientific socialism
are founded. It is not the purpose here to go
into the European upheavals of the mid-19th
century, the Paris Commune, nor upheavals in
Australia such as Eureka and the 1890's strikes.
Suffice it to refer to Lenin's statement that he
is not a Marxist who simply accepts as a fact the
class struggle (many_ thinkers other than Marx
revealed the facts of that struggle), only he
who accepts that class struggle and projects it
into the struggle for the achievement of the
,dictatorship of the proletariat is a Marxist. A
Marxist is one who extends the acceptance of
the class struggle to the acceptance of the
dictatorship of the proletariat. (Lenin ,State and
Revolution ).
Changes in capitalism meant the development of imDerialism, the occurrence of world
wars, the division of the whole world among the
- dominant imperialisms. Today that whole process
nas\{ seen the emergence of two dominant
imperialist powers
the U.S.A. and the Soviet
l!JJIiori.·This shows an enormous process of 80cial
4hbges.'
1!-l, 1 Within the capitalist countries constant
competition among the capitalists with the
tendency of the rate of the profit to fall,

compels continuous improvement in the: means
of production. Nothing stands still. Imperialist
rivalry is part of the compulsion. The cry for
more and. more advanced technology resounds
and grows. It echoes around the World. Always
the new technology is in the hands of the existing owners of the means of produqtion. In other
words, the new technology is part of the means
of production. Those' means of production
remain in the hands of the capitalists who
employ workers. In new conditions some of the
skilled workers are more than hitherto mental
workers. They discover and advance, new
processes. The' work of those who opef8te
.robots and computerised technology alters. for
example, from the old manufacture and operat·
ion of the steam engine. Computerised auta.
",atic production is different from older fonns ..
of mechanisation and automation. Still the fact
of ,capitalist ownership and workin,c class nonownership exists. There are changes amolll the
capitalists and changes among the workina
, class. Those changes are important but they do ,
not alter the social position of the contending
classes. The fundamental criterion or question
remains: what is the relation of the respective
classes to the means of. production? It is true
that on the one hand a band of highly $killed
workers arises and on the other hand the need
of skill for a larger body of workera diminilheJ.
Thus there is the basis for capitalist continued
cultivation of an "elite" within the worltins el_
and abandonment of standards of education
required for the lesser workers.
To take it up again, the tendency of
capitalism is to throw more and more people
into the working class. This t~ndency. as Marx
and Engel. showed in the Manifesto of the
Communist Party, is to strip the old professions
of their halo. The medical man, the lawyer. the
clergyman, are more and more adapted to
capitalism, and serve the great multinationals.
And however much an "elite" of workers is
cultivated, that elite is still part of the woddna
class.
The effect of all this iJ not at all to alter
the essential objective charact~r of the worldna
class. It remains the exploited class. But it is to
bring about changes in its content. On the one
side it ope!)s further ways for the capitalilt to
nurture and exploit division among the worken,
on the other hand it provides the ,basis for
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uniting the working class in still stronger bonds.
The worker who ~orks mentally as in the
development and operation of computet1 is no
less a worker than the worker who hews coal
or smelts iron or participates in making machinery. The bank clerk, the insurance clerk, who is
now, a·slave to c,omputers, is indeed identified
far more closely with the "trad'hional" ideas of
workers. Lines of demarcation, exploited by the
capita1is~s in order to weaken the worket1 as a
whole, became smudged. There is a constant
process of change, of division and unity, of
dissolution and evolution of sections of the
workforce.
Because of the growth of multinationals
and moriopolies in general, more and. more of
the small proprietors of shops, smaller plants,
etc., are ruined. They are cast into the working
class. A similar process goes on amongst farmers
Where largescale farming, the monopolisation of
processing of fann products, dispossesses the
. small "inefficient" fanner and processor.
.
Relations among the workers change. The
traditional spearheads of the struggle of the
workers such as seamen, wharfies, miners have
an outlook different from that of the new technologists. Within the sea-going industry, the
mining industry, the process of production
changes. Again, it is necessary to repeat, it does
not alter the basic criterion -of relationship of
the classes to the means of production.
In present circumstances then there are
changes going on within the working class. It is
ahnost inevitable that ideas which reflect what
.are seen by the various participants and groups
as competing interests will emerge and express
themselves. This is the reflection of the process
,of change that is' proceeding objectively. For a
time, the technologist is reluctant to identify
with the old industrial working class. The old
industrial working class is suspicious of the
technolOgist. There is always competition among
workers. Marx showed this with brilliant clarity
in Capital but still the overwhelming tendency
of capitalism is to unify the whole working class.
In a period of great change within the means of
t1rodu~tion and therefore within the working
class,it is scarcely surprising that 'a diversity of
groups, Parties and individuals who purport in
one way or another to espouse the Communist
cause of the working' class, arise. Nor is it

surpmnng that they compete with each other.
The .whole proceSs is, aggravated, if that is the
correct word, by the competition between employed and unemployed, the number of the
latter being increased by the very p~cess that
has been described.
Thus there is an objective basis for division
amongst the workers and amonpt those who
seek to represent them. This is not to assert that
it can be said with mathematical precision, or
often with anything like precision, that this or
Ptat given material or economic interest motivates a particular .group, . individual or Party. It
cannot be simplified .in that way. Nonetheless
objective divisions will be reflected subJectively'
unless there is great strength in adherence to
Marxism.
1
Not for a moment: can: it be pveIllooked
that. the ~pitalist class ,bot~ ~nsciousl.YY and
semI-conscIOusly, promotes diVISion amohl the
working class. It therefore ·welcomes a diversity
of groups, Parties and indivjdua1s who and which
purport to be Communist. The great striving of'
. capitalism is to make eyerything in its own I
image. This striving includes particul~ly, the
working class. Here its maln weapons are official
trade union structures and parliamentary
political parties which Il#tI.me the name and
interests of th~ workers. This phenomenon
exists in all capitalist countries; ita form varies.
It is the chief social barrier to the ",volutionisation of the working class. Here the error should
not be made 'of identifying such unioJ) structures
and parliamentary parties 1$ the bodies against
which the main blow should be struck. Their
existence and hold on the worJti:rll class must be
taken into fun tactical ac;:count. Here also it is'
not the Pll11>ose to discuss the· details of this
problem. The subject· for the. moment is the
"Communist" divisi,n in the working class and
moods of pessimism.
The thesis here is that there is an objective
explanation of divisions in the "Communist"
movement. There are also significant influences
of history, which no doubt had their own
objective basis, but which feed new objective
bases besides bavin8 a certain life of their own,
Withiri Communist Parties, no matter how'
strong in Marxism, there are contradictions. This
is simply observed fact. If it were not 80 then
the Communist Party would be outside the
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domain of materialist dialectics. Nothing can .be
outside that domain. There is a critical question
of how to handle these contradictions. The
question cannot be simplified mto the old ritdd ..
'''two line struggle" that had its vogUe in-times.
gone by. Handling of contradiction- within it.
Communist Party is a' question .vetydiffemnt
from handling contradictions.·: betw~ the
people arid enemies of the people~ Still the main
con tradiction within Communiat: Parties is that
between bourgeois ideolo.w I and proletarian
ideology. The pressure ··of th~ bourgeoisie to
mould everything into ~its own image must and
does affect the' Conununist Party and its
members. Within tbe,Communist Parties, this
has manifested it_If and continues to manifest
itself. It manifests itself all the time. Some
succumb to it and desert the revolutionary
cause. Others translate what is probably a
contradiction resplvable within the Party into
i~concilable contradiction. There are various
instances of such things in the Communist
Party of Australia. In circumstances of apparent
strength and durability of capitalism or in
circumstances of repression or other crisis,
liquidatipnist tendencies have expressed themselves acutely at various times. In Australia,
assertions that the nature of capitalism had
changed were made in the ' fifties. In the splits
of the 'sixties, similar considerations applied. In
the current period this can be seen. Those who
have this view give up the struggle for emancipation of the working class. They succumb to
the pressure of capitalism. ,They seek amorphous
organisations that have no precise aim or organisational principle. Such organisations are to
"replace" the Communist Party. Sometimes the
growing mass action with its loose organisational
forms is conceived as the revolutionary spearhead. Communists 'Velcome the growing mass
movement with its loose organisational foms
but they see the need for a Marxist-Leninist
Communist Party as critical to the achievement
of socialism.
There can be no doubt that the present is a
period of reconsidering, reforming and rebuilding t~mmunist Parties. After. the Russian 1917
Revolution Communist Parties grew up in the
capitalist countries. They achieved considerable
succe!i8. They appeared to be reasonably consolidated: ,In Australia' this was so even though
various inner Party struggles occurred. Within

apparent consolidation and stabillity, however
lay instability. From the mid-'fifties that instability asserted i~elf. A series of splits occurred.
One aspect of what happened was that an
e~cessive rigidity within the Communist Party
developed. It:isnot difficult to understand why
this occurred. It lay, in an objectivo--'situation
where the Communists and the Soviet Union
were under siege by capitalism. While it was
asserted cprrectly that Marxism is not I dogma
but a guide to action, the fact was that Marx·
ism, or more accurately the Party leadership's
conception of Marxism, became a dogma. It was
very difficult to depart from the "line". Instead
of the facts of Australia and Austratian politics
being put in the first place and the truth sought
from them, arbitrary interpretations of Marxism had far too much influence. Rigid adherence
to pronouncements from the SoViet P~y (and
others), repla~d Marxist consideration of Australian problems. International controversy
developed. It spilled into the Australian Communist Party not only because of the intern~tional controversy but because of factors '
internal to the Communist Party to some pf
which reference has already been made. These
events were facts.
In the reconsideration and restructuring o(
Communism in Australia, different points of
view emerged. Some of these also took the
forms of "immutable" rigid dogma. The old
influences on methods of thought Jingered on.
. Thus claims to wisdom exclusive to the holders,
were and are a common feature. Reluctance to
thirik anew, to accept the need to investigate
or reinvestigate facts, ought to be quite alien
to Communists. But this reluctance has assumed
a fairly fmn grip in Australian Communist
history. It is sometimes said that Marxism is
creative. That is true provided the sense in which
it is used is understood. Sometimes "creative
Marxism" is used to "create" something that is
not Marxism at all. If, however, creative Marxism means the consideration of all facts' free
from preconceived ideas in the light o'f MarXism,
then the use of the term is correct. The various
groups,Parties and individuals who and ,'which
have come into existence and seek socialism,
really require to consider Marxism truly as a
guide to action.
The wider "revolutionary" movement, that
is, accepting for purposes of discussion as
15
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"revolutionary", all the individuals and groups
and Parties who and which in one way or
another espouse socialism, requires consideration. Earlier in this article it was demonstrated
that there is an objective basis for division and
diversity. A serious problem within both the
revolutionary movem~nt in the wider sense, and
in the narrower Sense is how/to achieve a unified
movement. The objective wtlty, imposed by
capitalism on the working class demands a subjective unity in the revohdiOnary forces. It
demands full understandirlg 'by a Marxist Communist Party. The fact of the 'diversity must be
reckoned with in 'order to reach a unified
position. It is simplY:Suicidal; and fr~tricida1 for
competing groups,' iridiViduals and Parties' to
abuse each' other. "The enemy is not within the
working class, the enemy is outside the working class. It, is correct that that enemy has
influence within the working class. That
influence cannot be destroyed by name-calling
or 'gratuitous abuse. It may well be that Man,
Engels and Lenin are taken as justifying the
type of condemnation that often goes on in ,
Australia., Marx. Engels and Lenin fought vigorously for the supremacy of materialist dialectics
(Communism) in days when that supremacy was
not clear. To follow their particular method of
disputation is not now appropriate. The
supremacy, the dominance, the correctness of
Marxist ideology as proletarian ideology, has
been established. "Trotskyism" in Australia
illustrates the point. There is no need to be preoccupied with the historical dispute over
Tt:otsky and Stalin. Both of them are long dead.
But Trotskyism came to be a term of abuse
heaped on anyone who departed from the "line".
Its original meaning came to mean nothing.
Great campaigns were waged in the 'thirties
against Trotskyism. They were carried to gross
excess. The influence of this lives on. So there is
a tendency for some to condemn as "Trotskyisb" (Trots) people quite devoted to socialism
who perhaps even use Trotsky's name or in one
way or another depart from some preconceived
revolutionary idea. It is true that there are ultrarevolutionaries. They are commonly branded as
Trots. Lenin dealt with the question of left·
wing "Communism". Here he recognised the
genuine striving for genuine Communism of the
left Communists, including the ultra-revolutionaries. He dealt with the problem sympathetic-

ally and patiently. His aim was persuasion, ex·
planation, positive exppsition, An analysis
similar to this can be made of both left and
right groups, Parties and individuals within the
Australian revolutionary movement (using the
term in its wider sense). There is little profit for
aI\yone but the capitalists in enmi~d internecine strife within the movement.
None of this can justify a ,sloppy liberalism on Communism. That is not the question.
Communism rQust be expounded positively
and trends alien, to it must be examined and
refuted. Australian Communists in this view
must defend and expound the need for a Communist Party whieh is disciplined in Marxism, .
upholds the all-round validity of the world
outlook of Mar;dsm' wi'th the struggle for the
diCtatorship of the proletariat in the establishment of socialism. Acceptance of that means
that the Communis~ Party does positively ex
pound fundamentals of Marxism and of course
works out and explains POlitics and tactics in
the achievemifnt of the· ultimate goal of a
socialist andCommunlst A.uStralia.Moreover
it does involve revealing, for example, the, incorrectness of amorphous "ol1aniSation", denlitl
of applicability or validity of Marxism. In this,
there is a way of going about the jo.b. Contrary
to past practices, it does nOt'mean loose branding of individuals, groups or" Parties which
appear to or do deviat, from Marxism. It is,
much better to proceed ftom the basis that such
groups, individuals and' 'Parties really seek to
serve the people. Much'CUl:be:leamed from the
Similar
matters in
way in which Lenin hatl.d*l
,,-.
'Leftwing' Communism: An 'Infantile Disorder,
Mao Zedong espoused the principles of approach
in his essay On the Com.ci.Handling of Contradictions Among the People. Much can be learned
too from his On. Practice. On Contradiction,
Reform Our Study. Rectify the Party's Style of
Work, Oppose Stereotyped Party Writing and
others; they were .oon~ed with the positive.
exposil£on of COJlllJlunlst principle and combating views that ~dYerSely affected Communist
principle.
. Por the l:ommunist Party it stands to
reason that multiplication of friends and minimisation of enemies is essential. If there is
enmity and exchange of abuse between the
diversity of groupS, individuals ,and Parties within Australia amt. the ~mmunist Party partici-
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weapons and uranium mining, land rights for the
pates or simply does nothing to strive fot unity,
then from the narrowest stan~point ~e Com· _ black people, environmental' questions and
others. Therefore the argument goes, or at least
munist Party is failing to do its duty of'recognis~
the 1000c of such an approach means, "forget
ing the objective fact of the un~fying proceSs of
about the Communist Party and Communism
capitalism on the working clas~ and acting upon
and concentrate on these mass movements".
that. This necessarily involves the. people who
Another fonn of the argument is to crN$e a
serve the working class.'Put1nanother way, it
hroad "umbrella" movement that covers them
means the Cornmunist ,Party is cutting' off
all. This, however, confuses two different questcontact with significant sections of people who
are very valuable. Simila'r consideration apply
ions. Just as there is objective basis for the
,to the groups, individuals ,and Parties concerned.
diversity of groups, individuals and Parties so
If towards each other they maintain enmity
there is objective basis for movements against
nuclear weapons and uranium, land rights for the
(closed·doorism) then they are denying themblack people and other such questions. These
selves the' opportunity of contact with others.
latter also arise from capitalism. Their subjective
They are cutting themselves off. If ideas are
direction comes from man. The Communist Party
correct then' those ideas will prevail over
itself is in a similar position. But there are funda-_
incorrect ideas. There is absolutely no need to
mentally important considerations involved in the
fear th~ clash of ideas. Nor is there any need to
"'enforce" 'ideas with abuse or violence. In the
relations between the components of the moverational exchange of ideas the truth emerges
ment that arises from the effects of capitalism.
more clearly., On political and tactical matters,
Communists most definitely welcome the mass
far better perfonnance is achieved if comp0ting
11!0ve'ments in Australia. They enthusiastically
or other ideas are exchanged. ; There are very
support and participate in them. These mo:veoften various ways of going abo\lt a political
menL have limited aims. That in itself is good. It
task. The ideas here expressed can be illustrated
brings together large numbers of people who try
readily. On a May Day, for example, in Australia,
to achieve a particular objective. Often they are'
almost every group, Party or individual with
successful. The movements are both largt! and'
workingclass connections publishes material.
small., They come into being over nationwide
Many different ideas are expressed. Does it do
issues (e.g. nuclear questions and land rights) or
any harm to study them all and learn tTOm them
on State or local or other issues. This is an Ausboth in a positive and negative sense? On the
tralia-wide phenomenon of vast importance.
contrary. Proscriptions, prohibitions, banning,
Without such stirring and activity of the people,
scorn, abuse, book burning, never destroyed an
those people would be but playthings manipuidea. Either it is positive, partly positive;
lated by the multinational and local monopoly
capitalists. Of ail things, it has been said people
negative, partly regative or a combination of all.
If it is negative and important then an appropare the most precious. So the Australian workriate way can be found to correct it. If it is
ers, working and other patriotic people are the
positive, then it can be used. Emotional personal
most precious Australian asset. Furthennore. it is
they who will ulitmately make Australia's socialreactions, either positive or negative, sho\lld play
no part in important political considerations.
ist revolution. There can be no doubt about the
Hatreds, feuds, personal feelings, really should
importance of the people and their various mass,
movements.
be put on one side in the search for truth and
The Communist Party is in a sense a
service to the people.
narrower
body than this and in another sense' a
'Just as this is not an advocacy of sloppy
far
wider
boay. It is not intended to be preliberalism, so it is not an argument for merging
sumptuous or patronising to accept the analysi~
(identification) of the Communist Party with
that the Communist Party provides overall
the mass movement. Short reference to this
to the whole movement because 'the
guidance
matter was made above. In present circumstan.ces
Communist
Party acts on a correct analysis of
it has a specific relevance. There are some '#Iho
capitalism and its inevitable end in socialism.
say that the Communist Party is not now
Its aim is to draw all the threads of people's
relevant and what is relevant is the mass move·
struggle together, to give them' scientific
ment around such matters as banning nuclear
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guidance towards the ultimate achievement of
socialism. Marxism ,shows the development of
capitalism and its end. The process is both automatic and not automatic. It is both independent of the will of man and dependent on the will
of man. The will of man arises from the very
objective circumstances. The Communist Party
is the body of. people who understand the overall' process, participates .in it, bring socialist
enlightenment to it and when the people are
ready; participates in and leads socialist change.
So the wide all-embradng outlook of the Communist Party stands poth in comparison and
contrast with mass mov'l'ments of. the kinds
described. In~ no way does. (nor can) the Communist ;Party "manipulate" mass movements.
The participation of Communists and Communist party interests are. effective only if the
Communist Party' and its members· act appropriately in the interests of the people.
'
There are still further matters to be considered, Just as there can be no tolerance of
sloppy liberalism in approach by a Communist
Party, so there can be no denial that a few, very
few, scoundrels emerge in the workingclass
movement. Some individuais, groups and Parties
emerge with the purpose of deliberately serving
the enemy. Far from this being denied, it must
be said. Australian history has provided
examples. Within the Communist Party itself
a few scoundrels have been revealed. A few, no
doubt, are still concealed. A clear recognition of
this is required. Therefore care must be exercised
in distingUishing friends from enemies. In
correcting the error where all contending groups
were considered as enemies, the mistake should
not be made of overlooking actual enemies. This
requires vigilance. But in the handling of
enemies there should be no overlooking that
honest people are sometimes influenced by these
enemies.
In relations between groups, individuals
and Parties with workingclass connections,
different consideration will apply from one to
'the other. There are those close to Marxism who
sooner or later will join the Communist Party.
There are others who have lost faith in Marxism
or who do not accept it in any way but nevertheless seek to serve the people. Virtually all the
groups, individuals and Parties in Australia agree
on certain .main questions such as the struggle
for peace, the defence of democratic rights,

raising of livina standards. Such views are held
ri~t only by the group$,"individuaIs and Partie
iri question but by wide sections of the people
There should be no difficulty then among
groups, individuals and Parties in agreeing 0
those questions. Key Mvxist questions such
adherence'to'Marxism itself wit!'tlie principle 0
the dictatorship of the proletariat, stand on
different footing. The Communist Party canno
compromise on t.,.is. It must adhere strictly t'
it. But it does not'make the adherence of oth
groups, individuals and Parties to such principle
a condition of participation with those groups
individuals and Parties in mass struggle over th
type of iSSUe mentioned. In addition, it c
certainly exchange views on fundam,ental quest
ions. Disagreement on fundamental question
should not become the main questions. Positive
exposition publicly and from Communists t
others, of the overall views of ~ommunism ar
also essential.
An this calls. for maximum revolutionary
integrity within the Communist Party. I'
requires constant striving for mastery of Mar~.
ism. It requires Mantist reconsideration 'and
consideration of methods' of thou~t 0
Communism in Australia. In other words, it
means, all-round strensthening of the Communist Party and its mass connections.
It is only a Commup.ist Party that main- .
tains its revolutionaxy integrity that can have ,
the flexibility that is required in the correct
handling of relations with t114 groups, individuals and Parties written about and correct
relations ~ith the people. ~ovided it is correctly
understood, it is correct tb SPeak of inflexibility
of principle with infmite ·ftexibility of tactics.
An essential task of Communists in Australia is
to build up and strengthen the Communist Party
\and at the same time to strive to participate
actively in unifying the Australian workers,
working and other patriotic people.
Included in suclia consideration is the
Labor Party. Within the Labor Party a process of
disillusionment, d~o)ution and pessimism is
growing. Amongst those in the ALP who seek
socialism there is diviSion and bitterness. This is
reflected among the people. The view expressed
here must embrace Labor Party people. It is
simply not sufficient to think that the question
is disposed of by saying the Labor Party is a
party of capitalism. It is. This must be said and
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But it is impossible artitkially, arbitrarily. to
speed up the process. On the other hand the
correct workina of a Marxist Communist Party
as a whole and individual Communis" should
not be confused with the principles of Communism. Those principles remain comet and
inviolable. The erron of the Party and Communists can and are corrected in the. process of
ttrugle. Existence of division and moods of
pesaimism are no new thinl. They have oCcurred
in the past. They have always1;»een overcome.
Given correct work there is no reason to believe
that present divisions, and pessimism will not be
overcome. Given correct short term and 10nl
term propammes that correctly serve the people
:and serve relations between them, there is no
doubt at all that the Communist Party will lead
the Australian people. There .will be a socialIst
Australia.

it must be explained. But that SalWII very Htde
in the way of invoMIlI La~ Party a4berentl
who believe in mass struale IflCl " ' y me in
.t socialism in the type of ~ratiOll., involved.
.
.
in what is said here. ODe of lite __ Important
perspectives in Australian. politics iI the actual'
and potentiilleftwant turn of laip numben of
people influenced by the Labor Party. Failure to
recognise thia aDd act in maximum unity would
be a grave error.
There is absolutely no room for pessimism
in or about the revolutionary movement.
Capitaliam .determines' that there must be socialist revolution. Whether it is immediate or post.
poned. still the inexorable laws of capit8UII1l
auarantee the victory of socialism. If the social
laws of capitalism are understood then then; are
,no gI'ounds for pessimism. Impatience is natural.
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Thoughts on the Role o/an
Individual Communist Leader
.Every class throws up groups. of authoritative
leaders. The working class reqakel:the Communist Party as.its leJlder. ColDRluQtParty members
are representative of th4t.,orken: Often Communist Party rnembe.-s are ~ers of workers
before those members join the Communist Party .
By and large. .Communists command
respect from the people. This is so even thouih
some people deplore the "Communism" of a
Communist. In the eyes of such people and for
want of a better way of putting it, Communists
are "good" persons who serve the peapie. The
Communist Party is the collective whole of its
members. It derives great strength from its
organisation which assumes a quality far higher
than the aggregate of individual Communists
who constitute its membership. Strength lies in
organisation. Communist Party organisation
turns on defmite principles, the best known of
which is democratic centralism. Democratic
centralism simply means a quality of democracy
and centralism higher than in ordinary organisations. Around adherence to Marxism it allows
the utmost freedom of discussion and opinion,
recognises authority of majority decisions and
authority of decisions of higher committees
which committees ha~e been elected by the
members.
What critics, of democraticcentralism really
object to is Marxism. The criti~ are really
making their attack on Marxism. But the Communist Party has no existence other than in
Marxism because Marxism is the weapon for
revealing the truth; it reveals the universal laws
which govern the development of society. The
Communist Party requires all its members to be
active in the struggle for socialism. Here the
emphasis is on "active". Passivity and inactivity
have no place in the Communist Party. It is not
an amorphous body with some vague programme. It is an active body pledged to
Marxism and has a definite programme, the
ultimate aim of which is socialism.
Within that, leadership evolves, Those who
become leaders do so be'cause in actual struggle

their leadership qUalities become recopised.
·Leaders cannot survive unless they, maintain
activity. Marxism shows that society continuaBy
changes; nothing stands still. The Communist
.Party which reflects, interprets and acts upon
ever-changing events, itself continually changes.
Thus a Communist leader must almost as
naturally as drawing breath, be abl'QSt of
changing political events. That goes for t~ Party
as a Party and for all individual Comrnun~.,
The history of Communism and C;ommul'list
Parties calls for an examination of the role of
the individual leader in a Commimist Party. At
the time of the 20th Congress of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union, the term "cult of the
individual" arose' around Stalin. There was no
scientific analysis of what was meant nor has
there been such an analysis',
Marxists recognise what has been caUed the
role of the individual in history. hi broad terms
this simply means that history is made by people
as a whole. Within the people arise particular
individuals who accurately represent the real'
interests of those people and are capable of
leadership of them in accordance with objective
developments. This recognises that the will of
man is an important factor in social development. It has been called man's dynamic role.
People make history but they do so within the
limits determined by objective criteria, namely,
the way in which people get a living. There is an
interaction of the means of production and of
man's will. In a letter to J. Bloch (September 21,
1890) Engels said: "We make our own history,
but in the first place under very definite presuppositions and conditions. Among these the
economic ones are finally decisive. But the
political etc. ones and indeed' even the tr:adit ions which haunt h"1nan minds, also' play a
part, althoush not the decisive one".
What bourpois history writers wl"Qte is
debunked. Their idea was that history wasmade
by "great" individuals. Bourgeois history,rtherefore was .. history bf "'great" men, kinp and
princes, generals and admirals and an ac.cumulat-

1
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ion of facts collected at random', Social reasons
for the arising of "great" men and social reasons
for the facts were :riot examined. Thus "greae'
." men assumed a. role..in history that set them
apart from other 111en, apart· and above. Such
men stood out as the makers of history, From
the cradle to the grave this type of approach, of
"learning". was-the only type of approach. It was
part of the social milieu. Education proceeded
on that basis. Contemporary capitalist politics
carries similar ideas. Prime Ministers, Cabinet
figures. .generals, admirals, economists, professors, . all appear as making contemporary
history. Very little analysis of fundamental
social determinants or influences is ever done.
Examples· can be taken from great literary
ftiUres. In English literature "giants" have
. appeared. Classics are recognised. The giants
themselves were giants, men of great ability I but
why they appeared at definite times is rarely
analysed. In their writings,generally speaking, the concentration is on the doings of the
hero or heroine and those around them. Rarely
is emphasis (often even existence) ~ven to the
common people. All this is explicable enough,
The point to be made however .is how it fitted
in with the political and social environment in
emphasising the role of great men .. It was. all part
of a single whole. From a Marxist standpoint it
is explained in terms of reflecting what actUally
happened in society. In slavery, the slave-owner
only had rights (in classical Greek democracy
the slave in law had no existence - only the
slave owner had democracy). The slave owner
"organised" production and controlled the lives
of the slaves. In feudalism, where the means of
getting a living had changed from slavery, the
feudal baron and ultimately the feudal king was
. dominant. In capitalism, where again the
method of getting a living had changed, the
capitalist was the "organiser", the controller, of
people. In the bourgeoisie's struggle against the
feudal barons and king, the bourgeoisie had been
compelled to rely on the serfs and lesser people.
~ The' French reVolution's "Uberty, Equplity,
Fraternity" expressed this graphically. The
people were intrOduced to "democracy". Equality '. before the law embraced the same notion.
All men' were equal before the law but the real
content of that idea was bOurgeois right with
.nominal but really truncated and iiistorted
rights. for the people. Capitalism by its nature

essentially concentrated on the indIvidual
capitalist.
"
The Whole of social development which
precedes socialism therefore evolved as very
strongly pushing to the fore the ruling classes
and individual representatives of those ruling
classes. This has been a part of the all-pervading
ruling class ideology in each given social epoch.
It did not arise because some individual or
group of individuals thought it out: it arose out
of the social relations which developed at
particular stages in the method of getting a
living.
The role of the individual in history there~
fore requires consideration. From a bourgeois
standpoint the individual capitalist is all important. From a Marxist stand(!oint it is important
but explicable only in social terms and thosesocial terms reveal that history is really made by
the people.
C-6mmunism as a scientific outlook, arose
in the middle of last century. It arose by reason
of social changes. It was not an accident. Of
course the dynamic will of people played an
essential part in it. People emerged who were.
able accurately to sum up social development·
and show where it was going. It would have been
impossible in an earlier epoch because the facts
from which it was deduced had not accumulated.
Equally it was objectively necessary because
capitalism had developed into an impasse similar
to that which had developed in slavery and
feudalism. The social fabric of each was acting a
as a barrier to the develdpment of the'means of
getting a living. Marx and Engels are the men
who most oustandingly saw, understood and
explained what had happened and was to
happen.
The Communist movement as a worldwide organised movement assumed fairly clear
organised shape in the 'twenties of the present
century. Communist Parties developed in many
countries. The individual Communists in various
countries came together to form Parties. They
developed. Some developed and disintegrated.
The birth pangs and labour in birth were
difficult .. In their very nature these Parties arose
in a cap,italist environment. It can be said that it
was scarcely avoidable that the all-pervading
capitalist ideology around them would be
reflected within them and within the minds of
the indiviDual Communists who constituted
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from hiStory and contemporary society. BItch
repudiated misuse 'of hiS narne~ Around each'of
them 'was a ,band of people who either lJad
sirnilarideas or· contrary ideas in the .confUct
with whidl his own scientific ideas we~, clarifle'ld
and strengthened. Even more important each
was a cl()i$e obseNer of the people and,participant
in people's ..uuale. Marx and Engeis were
extremely' clOll. observers of the EnaHshand
European workina .class (and at1 actions .by all
people and all Beqtions of people ,including
"great" individuall)~ Lenin was similar in Russia
and Europe. Intltej 4evelopment of their ideas,
then, each of tbeseinen drew on others and on
the people as a wh.,. Without that there would
not have been MarxiSm-leninism. They were not
people who arose out
the blue, derived ideas
from abstract "pure'" thinking and who in their
God-given
"genius'" . expounded scientifIC
socialism.
Due however, at leutsubstantially to the
capitalist influences to whidl reference has been
made, Marx, Engels amU..eniDcarne to be given
the status of derni-Godl aud' their words the
force of holy writ. EaclloftbeaD,combated such
conceptions. Still the adVOlWlpOcoss continued.
What did mark Marx",. . . . . aDd Lenin off
from contemporaries w1lo W lIn.IiIaJ:ideas was
that Marx, Engels and Lenin':WtJe men of outstanding ability. Each had'.Gpaeity to think
in wide terms. Their kl",weN,comprehensive
and reflected reality. mOle .coaIrprehensively and
accurately than their ~s. There is
. nothing contradictoJ'Y intbtallt is simply fact
that the abilities. of people",.,.. To recognise
variations, including qualitidiu' variations, is in
accordance with Marxism.,·irhere is no conflict
among people becau..of·,dJtyering capacities;
their interests against ~ ue common to
them. The correct harnesiina' of their respective
abilities against a common-enemy is an essential
part of the, work of a Communist Party. What is
wrong is the hamessintl' of differing abilities to
serve personal interestl of to erect one or two
into the position of a demiGod. By irnplicmon,
to do that, is to deny the . . ., of the people in
making history and to ~'bourgeois notions
of the role oftheindtfidaaUn,history. 'l '"
Within Communilt' Parties, the central
leader, often the' GeneraJor' First Seeretay.
came to be seen as tltelut word' on CO,JlUllunism
within a particular cOuntry. It is correct to

their membership. This included the idea of
individual great men making history without
realty analysing the" social basis in which the
"great man" operated. Thus the natural
tendency of preceding soc;ial epochs to ascribe,
history making power to individuals was reflect·
ed in Communist Parties. This ,was 10 ,even
though CommUnism meant the mc,.t 'Complete
and radical rupture from ideas ofthe past. The
competition among capitaliSts for economic
advancement was bitter. One,eapitalist dQes ruin
many others. TIliJi, too finds this reflection in
bitter competition for political advancement.
This also found 'reflection within Communist
Parties.
Thus the" struggle for Marxism within
Communist Parties is influenced by bourgeois
ideas. Where this is understood, Marxism offers
the. .weapons to combat what is,bad about it and
to, use what is good about it. Where it is not
,undedtoo~ or understood imperfectly it opens
the :way for abuse. The surest basis for correction of this influence of capitalism is understanding ,within the Communist Party of the materialist conception of history and on that basis the
role of the individual in history and the making
of history by the people. The Communists
individually must understand all this.
The ear1y history of Communism, that is,
from 'mid-19th ceptury to 1920 is a struggle for
the supremacy of Marxism as the ideology of the
working class. It was a bitter struggle in which
there emerged overall a great battle between
bourgeois ideology and proletarian ideology. It
assumed a diversity of forms. The-lie included ,the
combating of Marxism in the name of Marxism.
In the struggle, individuals emerged who championed Marxism and others who championed
;opposition in one form or another, to Marxism.
(This is speaking of the· struggle within the
working class). Marx, Enge]s and later Lenin
emerged as champions of working class ideology .
Each was a very strong man ideologically. It is
correct that they are recognised as outstanding
individuals .. Nothing should detract from that.
But none of them was a God and none of them
was without errors. Each recognised his own
errors and denied superhuman qualities. Nor
did any of them consciously give his name to the
system of thought that now bears their names.
No one of them developed his ideas in I vacuum.
Each asserted that his ideas were ideas derived
I
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that of Marx, Engels and Lenin and therefore
he made errors greater than these men.
The "cult of the individual" label put on
him does not adequately deal with the matter. It
really involved an attack on the fundamentals of
Marxism themselves. It came to be associated
with criminal activity attributed to Stalin and
cast little light on .the real problem involved. It
did not contribute to analysing and solving
correctly the question of the correct role of a
leader in a Communist Party. It provided simply
a label the use of which was sufficient to "dispose" of debate on a serious question.
Within the Communist Party in Australia,
problems similar to those around Stalin had
arisen. They had not been analysed. The words
of a Party leader should be influential in considering a problem. Of themselves they do nat
dispose of the question nor are they necessarily
correct because a leader uttered them. What can
be said is that a person is commonly accepted as
a leader because experience has shown th~t he is
.commonly correct and if wrong acknowledges it.
In any event everyone's views must be respected,.
Views ar~ tested against past experience and the
lightthey shed on the future.
There needs to be systematic examination
of the question pf Party leadership. There are
questions derived from history that need examination and there are positive questions that
need eX.amination. The tendency persists for an
individual leader's words even on casual matters
or casual words to be taken as holy writ. They
are b.ometimes used to "clinch" an argument.
This is similar to the use of w.ords of Marx,
Engels, Lenin, Stalin or Mao being used to
"clinch" an argument. It is quite wrong. The
words of a Party leader and of the classic figures
of Communism should be treated with respect .
Various considerations apply. For example, the
circumstances in which they were said or written,
whether or not they deal with a, principle' or
with the detail of some event and various others.
But the error lies in investing the individual
concerned with virtually supernatural qualities
and denial of the r()le of the people and the
Party as a whole in the making of ideas. The
mere fact that Marx said something dges not
make it correct .simply because Marx said it. It
calls for much more than'that. Marx's analysis of
the mechanism ·of capitalist exploitation and
profit is correct. It is supported bY, all the

respect a leader but the basis of that respect
must be understood; otherwise distortions are
bound to arise. It became a part of the ideolog,wal-political outlook of the Communist Internationa)to erect the leaders (or a single leader)
of Communist Parties into a demi-God position.
Campaigns were waged along these lines. Stalin,
particularly in the latter staRes of his life, was an
exponent of this although nominally he denied it.
I
But it set a bad example for the internation~
Communist movement. Around it all developed,
the cultivation of the worship of the .words of
Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin himself, without
recognition' of' the correct approach' to the role
of the individual in history and conversely the
F
role of the people and party in the making of
;
history.
t
,.1
Within the Australian Communist movement this type of approach took root. Campaigns were waged to establish the leading role
of the General-Secretary. ,His words were
invested virtually with the force of holy writ,
often even casual words., Thus words of Marx,
Engels, Lenin, Stalin and the general secretary
were all "holy writ" adde,d to which foreign
,general secretaries' wor!ls were often holy
writ. In effect, a whole pernicious piece of
bourgeois ideology found a niche in the Communist Party, It had the odd feature that those
who lived and were influenced by it, affirmed
the very contrary. In correcting an error,
however, (in all things) truth must be sought
from facts.
When Stalin was condemned under the
label "cult of the individual", those who condemned him condemned also themselves. They
had been associated with Stalin for a long time.
Very often they were the ones who had extolled -Stalin in the most extravagant terms.
. Really, however, the essence of a very serious
error was "corrected;' under the brand "cult of
the individual". Stalih in fact made a very good
contribution to the .cause of working and
oppressed humanity. It is reasonable to examine
~ the positive and negative features of his contribution. But he did not make either a positive
or ,~gative contribution in a vacuum or alone.
Artnmd Stalin were a group of other leaders and
the Soviet people. His ideas did not drop from
thtJ sky. They were derived from the people and
from those other leaders who reported to him
their ideas arid so on. Stalin's ability was not
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material he used and corroborated by subsequent facts. On the other hand, the programme
(not the principles) he (and Engels) advanced in
the ManIfesto Of the Communist Party is manifestly' out of date and inappropriate today. This
example can be multiplied- and applied to any
one else.
A' difficulty about all this (and referred to
earlier) is that commonly in words what is said
'here is agreed with, in reality it is not followed.
The -undue recpgnition of individuals does not
necessarily cease with leaders. A similar phenomenon arises with individuals who, for example,
, come to be regarded as great "theoreticians".
Sometimes their words become holy writ. It is
with essence with which there must be concern.
Involved.. too, is criticism and self-criticism.
"Criticism" is commonly identified with attack,
hostile criticism, as it were. Criticism involves
the critical, analytical formulation of policy and
appreciation (understanding) of the work of the
Communist Party and Communists. pa§t policies,
current polIcies and future policies must come
under critical scrutiny. It cannot be that a Party
or Party leader always has been and is correct~ It
simply is not so. Parties and individual Communists have correctly made even 1800 turns.
So criticism and self-criticism is the means by
which a Party and individual Communists arrive
at correct policies.
The distinction too between leaders and
Party mem bers needs to be considered. As has
been said above, individuals do vary in ability.
That is simple fact. Assertions that only a handful can become or be Marxist-Le!linists need to
be approached with caution. All Communists,
and workers beyond the Party. can get a grip of
Marxism. It is not something mystical given to a
fe)\' outstanding individuals to ·understand. On
the contrary, the worker in industry has daily,
even minute by minute, lessons in exploitation.
Introduced to Marx's explanation of it, he can
grasp the essence of it. The idea that Marxism is
a mystery open only to a few to understand
derives from bourgeois ideas of the role of the
individual in history and the non-role of the
people. Far from accepting the proposition that
it is only open to a few to understand Marxism, Com!!lunists should propagate its truth
and urge and work for its mass study. There can
and should be grip of it by .u Party members
and beyond the Party. Bourgeois control of

education and ideology create,s difficulty.
in
truth Marxism is easier to lUlderstand ,than
bourgeois "learning". The. initial bte8k. from
bourgeois'ideology must be fought for. It is true
some will have a deeper underst~dinl of Marx"
ism than .others; understanding will
But
there is no place for elitism. ElitistS simply do
not properly understand the role of the people
and individuals in making history.
The mOst "authoritative" leader ~rives
his understanding from experience. In the nature
of human beings his own experience is limited.
He relies ort his own experience, on - the
experience of Party members, on the people;s
experience. It could occur in no way other than
this. Any separati~nthen of a leader is bound to
lead to errors.
It has been said that the final responsibility for a Party error .rests with the P~rty leader.
This too is a statement' that needs to be taken
critically. The accepted notion 'of Party leader
means that the Party leader penonifies the Party,
he or she crystallises the Party wisdom. In this
sense an error is his or herS but at the same time
the Party's. If the leader ~isuses his or her
authority to achieve a p~~~y th~t is wrong then
he or she is more respOnsible for the error: but
even then other leading ComnWnists and the
Party have a responsibility. Thb should be in
the position to correct errois.iiftends to feed
elitist ideas to put forwatdtft~"ultimate responsibility of a leader and to deliy the role of tire
whole Party and people.
. "'i'
.. Naturally there is enormoUS responsibility
on a leader, on the collectiVe.' Of leaders, on the
Party as a whole. At all times, each must
to get poJicy just right. trtteraction between all
components of the Party sbould be such that
there is co-ordinated search for and formulation
of correct policy'. '11th dbes not mean ultrademocracy. Ultra-demoeracY means that effective day to day fightips poitGY~ ~ hamstrung.
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frustrates effective policy 'ADd 'action. If .the
overall ideology aDd policy' Qf the Party is
correct then in accordaitce '.with )hat general
correctness; specific cifiorl'aridpoHcy flow quite
naturally. A single PIll1Y member or single htty
leader, can put it into ac.tIon in the particular
sphere in whicl1 it, is ,eq\lired. Where, however.
. what seems correct to 11 party leader or member
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but involves a departure from a previous line
then care should be taken to have, if possible, as
wide consultation as, possible within the Party .
Ultra-dependence on sanction of leaders stifles
all initiative. The Party should work as a cooperative whole but with independent responsibility and initiative. Ease of mind and ~iveliness
have been rightly. said to sum up internal party
atmospher~. Ideas of democracy too have in 'the
past been ,far too formaL Informal discussions,
formal meetings. elections, al] .have tlieir place.
They are all directed at the need to maintain :the
Party at aU times as an effective fighting political
organisation.
Just as bourgeois historians have thoroughly
distorted 'the role of individuals in history and
that .has been reflected in the Communist Party,
so to~ hare otlier alien influences.' Capitalism
,me.an.s bitter competition. Eacll ca.,italist strives
to get on. His getting on is at the expense of
others. Ambition, ruthlessness, conspiracy, sharp
practice, all play a part in it. These evil influences
·also penetrate the Party. Personal ambition
should have no part in Party life. Party members
are motivated by the desire to serve the people in
the struggle for socialism. They should be prepared to 'step up or down, to serve anywhere and
in any position on which the Party decides.
'Personal ambition, anxiety to "get on", 'to use
Party membership for personal advancement,
should have no place in the Party's life. Forming
groups to further it personal or group iriterest, is
characteristic of the bourgeois political parties.
It has no place in the life' of the Communist
Party. Ambition does affect some Party members.
Some develop ambition to be leaders. There'is a
great differen~e between ambition and recognition of one's ability to serve. Provided the latter
is Communist inspired and recognised by the
· Party and not simply one's own individual judge· ment, it is quite healthy. No Party leader sh~uld
. put on' airs or abuse his authority or influence.
Communist respect to other Communists involves
respect for leaders. But flattery, hero-worship,
.tI are . things that can lead to trouble. The traits of a
leadership are reflected throughout the Party and
th",);'arty in turn is greatly influenced by leaders.
Therefore freedom from bourgeojs influences as
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far as possible can eliminate influences of
ambition, flattery, factionalism, hero-worship and
so on. The trouble with such things is they can
easily lead to diversion of the Party's revolutionary
service to the people and to disintegration. It is
not a question 9f disagreeing for the sake of
disagreeing and "demonstrating" democracy. It is
a question of consciously supporting, amending
or opposing a policy. No leadership, no Party, can
make policy from a vacuum. All policy depends
on the experience of all the Party and all the
people. There will be leaders with standing. and
authority and they will be effective only if they
recognise the Marxist analysis of the role of
the individual in history.
Ll!nin fought a very stern battle for a particular fonn of Party organisation. The principles of
that remain true not merely because LeninI said it~
The fact that Lenin said it does make it worthy of
great respect. It doesn't make it correct. It
requ.ires consideration and testing. It would be
absurd to apply in Australian conditions every
word of Lenin in his classics on the fonnation and
form of the Party. Moreover, experience has enriched and enlarged Lenin's ideas. In any ~ven(
principles are principles. They are a guide. Words
cannot be used arbitrarily to impose on different
conditions some of his ideas.
The rigidity given to leadership uauihority"
in the history of the Communist Party in Aus·
tralia should be corrected. We are opposed to
nihilism. the denial of any Party and Party
principle. We stand for the strongest possible
Communist Party - ideologically, politically and
organisationally on the general principles worked
out and recognised in Marxism. Arbitrary use of
tenns like "cult of individual" only help discussion
if they are correctly analysed. Khrushchov did
great damage to concepts of the Communist
Party and to the position of leaders. What he did
has far-reaching lessons .
The "CUlt of 'leader' " simply because he is
a leader, comes frQm capitalism. The working
class strives for its own unity and is unified by the
processes of capitalism. It is natural that its
leadership is a collective leadership. It is collective leadership that must be responsibly cultivated.
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On Zig Zags
broad sections of people believed, (and believe)
the Labor Party is a progressive party that will
alleviate the hardships of the people; in the
belief of some, will introduce socialism in' Australia. It was held at one period in' Australian
Communist Partyhiltory that the "main blow'~
must be dealt against the Labor Party. Exam~
ination of experience showed that this was a
wrong view not because the Labor Party was not
a party of capitalism ',(as we believe it is) but
because the broad sectiOlls6f people referred to
saw it as their party. In correction of the error,
the Communists said it ,is necessary to resPect
the people's attitude, to take it into full account.
Nothing should be d~e,'to isolate the Cdm~
munists from the people~ 'At the same time ~t I
must be said franldy Jhaf in the Communist
view the Labor Party evOlY.e4in Australia .as a
capitalist party. It hasad,rJ)Uiiltered capitalism
and will continue to adm~capitalism. That
is our basic attitude and>~. ;:ifowever that
is one thing; how toacl1iave,.,understanding
and realisatkn of it amO~~the:~ople. is. an
entirely difterent· t~ll, ,fti~' ·Iatter requires
patient, persistent, painstaJddil-drk which takes
full account of people's betiif.inthe Lab or ,Party .
It requires very well th~i!tIt out ..and well supported criticism of the LabOi:~~ rather than
the bald "pack of bast8JdJ~,,; ~~l1lain blow", type
of material of some peribdSib. tbepast.
On the other hand, i~~tification with the
Labor Party which hQ. ~urred from time to
time, means that the'~mmunist Party is
deceiving Australian '~Ie iabout the Lab or
Party. Great skill is req~:i.I;1 striking just the
correct note at a pa.rtic\alar time. The note will
be different in differentciJcumstances. It can be
said that there is a <:ertain,strategic concQpt of
the Labor Party as apart)' of capitalism'l ;but
many vitally important tactical question~' are
V. ~
involved in realising th~.tstrate8Y .
Those who at. a particular time fotloWJtd a'
.wrong policy or 'wrong' <tactics, of couJ;'S6tO.ade
an error and a serious error. Only a fool· would
deny it. But there tu'C ~rrors and errorn. If from
the making of, errors 90rrect policy emerges,

.At the Communist Party (MarxiBt-Leninist)'s
pubHc meeting in Melboume, on November 11,
(984, the question of zig zap and somersaults
in policy was raised. It was put in the fonn of a
reproach and rep~iation., But zig zag and
somersault$ in policy raise' very important
for, poUt,ica1 and ideological
questions
consideration:
In the history of the Communist party in
Australia (and probably for that matter any"
where else) there have been many, many zig
zags and~~ even somersaults in policy. Marx,
Engels, Lenin, Stalin, Mao Zedong quite
freq~ently referred to mistakes each of them
had made aud referred tbchanges in policy they
had initiated or participated in. Lenin and Mao
Zedong eXI1licitly referred to the difficulty in
'avoiding'the making of mistakes.
.' The particular Australian criticism, made at
the public meeting, concerned several questions.
They included changes in attitude to the Labor
Party, to Soviet, Chinese and V.S. policies at
particular times and to socialist revolution,
Australian Communist history abounds iri
confusion over the correct attitude to the Labor
Party. The extremes of views run from strident
condemnation of the Labor Party to virtual
Communist identification with it. Each extreme
and policies between the extremes, have been
followed from time to time over the period of
existence of the Communist Party. II'! the last
50 years, there have been inconsistencies and zig
zags, even somersaults, on this matter. Motives,
as Lenin said, are important in considering the
relations among Communists who have made
errors but they are not important when the error
does hann to the people. In this case, aspects
both of inner and extra-Party consideration
must be taken into account.
The struggle for a correct Communist view
is a difficult struggle. It arises from actual conditions. A policy is tested in practice. Strident
denunciation of the Labor Party cut the Communists off from contact with broad sections of
the people - people who in the end must and
will participate in socialist revolution. Those
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then the'makina of the error s~ a bad thing
but a certain aood,comel f~ it. Lenin adapted
a Russian story' and said that when the pro.letariat makes an elTOr it is like sayina 2 + 2 = 5
but when the bo~isie makes an error it is
like sayina 2 + ~ :Ill ••, bo'F ,of candles. There is no
pef$on who hai. not' made an error except, the
person who, dGeJ, nothing. Errors must be
avoided. There" can be no plea for the making of
errors but th~ can be no plea for doing llothing
so as to av0i4 q"e making of errors.
In ' ~'~' one great and serious error
is the ,false:-denial of making errors. If an error is
made, it ahou.Id"be honestly recognised, analysed
and oor,rected. In inner Party discussion the facts
of the" elTor must be recognised, and discussed.
He",) questions of motives of individual leaders
and . members are important. If a Communist
Party leader or mem ber dishonestly promoted
erroneous policy or dishonestly denied that
there had been .erroneous policy, then that
Communist must be dealt with as dishonest. It
happens rarely. Relations amona the Communists must be those of frankness and e~ of mind.
In the case of the Labor Party, it is safe to say
there is no single Communist Party leader or
member in the' last several decades, indeed from
the foundation of the Party, who has not made
and participated in errors about the Labor Party.
What is the point of departure of genuine Communists is the striving for correct policy and that
includes the frank acknowledging of errors.
However, it is not only an inner Party matter.
It is a particular Communist Party responsibility
to be completely frank with the people. Thus
elTors must be publicly acknowledged and explained. There is no shame in this. Indeed, it
commands respect from the people who see so
often the lying and covering up of the conventional political parties. Communist honesty
stan4s in striking contrast to that. Acknowledgment of error does not mean continual breastbeating. It means honesty when ¥ked about
elTOr,and after Party and public recognition ofit.
~
'tit is very difficult to see problems, in, all
theirJaides. Things become clear often only after
factB' Hunfold. 'At a given time a Communist
Party must formulate its policy. In doing so,it is
limited by iu own shortcomings in Marxism and
itsf,lOWR shortcomings in investigating all the
facts, It must'do' its best. It cannot wait for
perfection in Marxism (Communists will never
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cease striving to attain that) nor perfection in
investigating all the facts. Thus there are' always
the seeds, at least, of error. Trial and error,
summing up and honesty are all involved in
achieving policy as nearly correct as possible. As
strength in Marxism accumulates and the
capacity to investigate facts strengthens, then
policy is more likely to be correct.
Undue dwelling on errors can divert the
process of rmding correct policy. Statements
or accusations of zig zagging, and "somersaulting" in the sense'of semi-criminal conduct,
seem to proceed from the assumption that those
who make the
, statements or accusations were
and are free of error. That is a denial of Marxism.
-Much has been said and written' about
Australian Communist (M-L) attitude to the
Sovie. t Union, China and the U.S.A. Here, too,
errors have been made. There has been wrong
emphasis from time to time. There have' been
seeming somersaults. In Reflections on
Communism in Australia: ~.F. Hill examined the
particular error of Communis~ identification
with the twists and turns of Soviet, policy. It
was an error, a serious error. It has its hiltorical
reasons. But it should never be denied as having
been an error. Still, constant reiteration and preoccupation with it can divert the Communists
from searcl\ for correct policy. To. deny the
error when questioned or when the matter is
raised, is deception of the Party and the people.
Involved in examining the error is all the Communist history internally and, internationally
since the Russian socialist revolution. Communists did give wholehearted support to sodalism in the Soviet Union. That was correct. What
was incorrect was the slavish follo.wing of Soviet
pronQuncements and the intricacies of internal
Soviet policies. and particularly Soviet Party
pronouncements on other Parties. It compromised the independence of the Communist Party
of Australia and obscured the job. of achieving
correct Australian Communist policy. When it
became dear that the Soviet Party leadership
had abandoned Marxist principle, Australian
Marxists repudiated that Soviet Party .leadership.Reproached with their previous adherence
to the Soviet Union and Party, Australian
Marxists did not attempt to conceal their
previous position. They acknowledged it and
said they had made an error. Reflection led to
more analysis of the error. That still goes o.n.
27
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Hill's book, previously referred to, shows' ,
something of the process some 30 years after the
mid 'fifties (when Soviet Party desertion became
discernible). A process of thought, analysis,
summing up is involved. To be exclusively preoccupied with such an error, serious as the
error is and was, can only divert the Party and
obscure its job. Recognition a:nd analysis. of it
are part of the struggle for correct work. When
Chairman Mao praised those who had recog·
nised the desertion of Khrushcho~, it was said
to him this was largely a case af being wise after
the event. He said that commonly it was possible
only to be wise af~e, theeYent. It was often only
then that sufficient facts had accumulated to
make a correct stand. Beforehand, Communists
must ,do the best they can in making correct
policy. Again Chairman Mao pointed out that if
after' 10 years from today we look at a conversation or article of today, aspects of it will
seem childish. This is because facts unfold or are
revealed that cast new light on the situation then
qiscussed. In Australia after a big political or
other struggle, it is common to say that we must
wait till the dust settles to make a proper assessment. In human experience, everyone knows
that events of yesterday can be seen more
clearly today.
In the case of China, we support the
struggle for socialism. We regard as Marxist the
principle of Communist Party leadership, the
dictatorship of the proletariat, adherence to
Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong Thought
and the socialist road. The main principle of
China's policy we agree with. In the past, we
made errors of identification with particular
events, personalities and so on where the facts
could not be known by us 'and were not really
our concern. Errors were made about details in
the lines and policies of individual Chinese Party
leaders. Again it compromised Australian Communist independence in assessing Australia's
position. At no time was it sought by the
Chinese Communists nor encouraged by them.
Australian Communists acknowledge this error.
To make it a sort of constant confessional would
divert us from our tasks in Australia. It is said
that Australian Communists somersaulted from
support for Chairman Mao and the Gang of Four
into support for Deng Xiaoping. It is perfectly
true that we were warm in our praise of Chairman Mao. We still are and regard his writings as a

great classic contribution to the development of
Marxism. As to his errors on tarious matters in
China, that is for the Chinese Communists. That
he made errors, we have his' own acknowledgment. It is said correctly, that we condemned
Liu Shaochi, 'Deng Xiaoping and others as revisionists. We did do that. In doing so, we made
the error of pronouncing without having the
facts and in sla\fiSh following of what were seen
as correct Chinese' Party decisions. Moreover,
such statements were in cOhflict with previous
statements we had 'made about them. Different
aspects of facts u~fold 'at different times.
Further facts unfold: 'The situation changes.
Communists mature.,: We must be honest and
state within and withou~the Party what is right
and what is wrong and·'our attitude both in the
past and. future. Again to be preoccupied to the
extent of diversion does,tiM ass.ist Communism
!,
in Australia.
On the struggle betWeen the superpowers,
it is said we over~mphaSisedtbe danger of the
Soviet Union. It is correct th.f?at:one stage too
much attention was pilict 1b- tfUs,/'A one'iiided I
view was taken. Alortgsidetbis went a \ tactical .
easing of campaigningagailist:1J.S. imperialism
in face of aggressive Soviet expansion. It was and
is part of a {:rocess. In' tJ'fe:ci1JeOf the SOviet
Union, there is no doubt'that'll 'Iot'of emphAsis
,was and is needed. Its sOCialiSt1back.ground, and
its association particularly" with the name of
Lenin, meant, and still meant,: there is confusion
about its expansionism. Thit':ealls for much
attention. As with all errors;·car., must be taken
in their correction; it is too "eaSy ,to go from one
extreme to the other. The .Soviet Union did at
one stage more energetically than now, try
internal economic penetrition of Australia. It
is still trying. Our tactical moves on U.S.
imperialism arose from an error of estimate' of
the respective positions' of the U;S.A. and the
Soviet Union towards Australia. Particularly
now their equality as expansionists can be seen
more clearly. We sh-ould never lose sight of the
danger, of war and the alignment of the various
powers. Our present view is that the u.S!A. is
the dominant imperialism in Australia andtnust
be strenuously fought. The overall world eXpansionist is the Soviet Union: The "struggle mtM be
against the two. Obviously in AustraliFttTre8se
immediate questions sUch as Australian ccmtrol
of all bases and consideration of their proper uSe
28.

1.:, (and many other question,s) are dire,cted against

acquired pronounced importance; in which the
division of the world among the international
trusts has begun; in which the partition of all
the territories of the globe among the great
capitalist powers has been completed."
Australia is a capitalist country which
evolved from a British colony (colonies). It
has significant colonial legacies in the legal con;.
stitutional sense, in the economic sense and in
the ideological-political sense. Britain's dominance of Australia has· given way to U.S. dominance. Because of a wrong assessment of Australia as imperialist and a failure to see colonial
remnants, the idea arose of direct transition to
socialism in Australia. Much was written and
talked about on this questi~n. Again there has
been much trial and error. Our present view is
that it is an ultimate aim to have a socialist Australia. That requires the conquest of political
power led by the working class and the whlning
of the 'dictatorship of the proletariat. Preliminary phases are dictated by the facts. They
involve the winning of thorough-going independence and sovereignty. The. winning of that
thorough-going independence and sovereignty
must go through various phases. An example of
Australian ownership (instead of U.S. ownership)
of bases, has been referred to. The culmination
of this struggle is complete break from unperialist domination. What is involved is a process one people's victory (as on bases) leading to
another. They merge. They are not in watertightcompartments. All this affects the relations
between all Australian people. Not a huge
number at present accept our ultimate aim of
socialism. But a far larger number accept independence and sovereignty. Experience of the
people is a vital component in revolutionary
understanding. Of ~ourse there are many, many
other considerations but for the moment they
can be put on one side.
,
If it is said that the Communist Party
(M-L) and its leaders have had wrong. views I in
the past on such questions or have had different
,,;ews and changed. them, then of course that is
true. It is no crime and there is no shame in it
provided there is honesty in acknowledging
error and striving harder to avoid fJ.lture error.
Today the Communist Party of Australia (M-I.)
holds and expresses certain political views.
There must be confidence in those views which
have been formed only after careful considerat-

the U.S. imperialists.
Again honesty is- c.aUled. for. Illustrative of
this'is- the position of the late General Secretary
of the Communist party -of Australia, Sharkey.
Sharkey made a contribution to Communism in
Australia. However,·in the international dispute
" in the Communistmovemerit he made a series of
dishonest statements about the Australian Communist Party's previous policies. He falsely
denied that the Australian party had adopted a
Marxist view similar to that of the Chinese Party.
He falsely denied other errors. He made such
statements in the Party and publicly. It was a
tragedy for him as a Communist. It did great
damage to his Party and to him, as its leader,
and personally. Frank recognition of what. he
apparently thought had been an error and
reasons for it, would have been far mote in
accord with Communist principle. This fundamental error of false denial of errors isolated
. him in the Party and among the people.
Complete honesty within and w'ithout the Party
is involved in revolutionary integrity.
Another matter is the nature and'phases of
socialist revolution in Australia. In the past
there is scarcely a Communist in Australia who
did not subscribe to the view that Australia was
an imperialist country, junior though it may
have been. This is wrong. Lenin showed the
criteria of imperialism. in Imperialism. The Highest Stage of Capitalism. Lenin set them out as:
H( I) The concentration of production and capital developed to such a stage that it
creates monopolies which play a decisive
role in economic life.
"(2) The merging of bank capital with industrial
capital and the. creation, on the basis of
'finance c,apital', of a financial oligarchy.
"(3) The ~xport of capital, which has become
extremely important, as distinguished. from
the export of commodities.
"( 4) The formation of international capitalist
monopolies which share the world among
If,
~mselves.
.
'(5) AI).e territorial division of the whole world
~ng the greatest capitalist powers is
C;?IDpleted.
~~tWperialism is capitalism in that stage of
devek>pment in which the domination of
monopolies land ftnance capital has established
itself; in which ·the export of capital has
~
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correct Commtmist poltcy. Th~fore a Communist Party cannot spend a disproportionate
time in discussinl and muUina over errors. While
recOlllilinl that capitalism moves on. that move-ment presents new struggles and problems. A
CommUDist Party must lOt on with the job of'
serrina 'the ,*"le. Part of that u,to unite with
people on matten on which there can be unity
and not put in the forefront matten on which
there are divisioft and bitterness. Frank dBCUSlion between II'OUPI. individuals and Parties
with workin. ca.. connections, with the idea of
reachin. maximum unity on immediate questiOJll
,must be enC()Ul'aled. Ultimate questions take
lonpr to sort out.

ion. It is certain that some of them will tum out
not to be so correct althouah everythinl is done
to achieve correctneas. Experience and new facts
will lead to modification or even radical changes
or even somenaults. Everythinl is in motidn.
Thinp chanp. That includes Communist policy.

There is no point, in
people who
, .ply abuairil
.r
question the Communist Party. To dotbat only
intensifies antqonistns. It is very important to
avoid beini diverted from the struale to fmd
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Ken Miller's life inspires

generations of
Australian Communists
'- -\

Each year the Australian Comm~nist marks the
April 2 birthday of Ken Miller who died in 1963.
This is done because he was a f"me ~xample of
how a Communist shou1d try to work and live.
He inspired the generations of Australian Communists who knew him personally. His life is
also an inspiration to the younger generations
of Australian Communists.
Miller was a product of the depression of
the 19308. Like others of that period he sought
after an explanation, a sQlution, to the terrible
suffering of the Australian people at that time.
He found it in Marxism.
From there his life was dedicated to
developing a deep understanding of MarxismLeninism and of seeking to apply it in practice.
Those who knew Miller often speak of how vast
his grip of Marxism became. He was always
active in reading, writing, in thinking about the
problems of the Australian people and in
practical activity. He took Marxism as the overall system of ideas that it is and combined it
with deep study of Australian economy, politics,
history, literature, art and other areas.
;I
MilleT was a modest man who could mix
easily with all types of people. He was widely
known and deeply respected by people from
many walks of life. His work encompassed many
fields. He fought actively against 'appeasement of
the fascists in the pre-World War II days and in
many struggles of national significance. He was
especially active in his neighbourhood of Richmond (Melbourne).

Miller understood that Communist work is
not all big events but is often (even for tong
periods, usually) concerned with the seemingly
painstaking and small. Correct Communist work
may often seem remote frpm C<~mmunism.. .
Through it all Miller maintained the optimism
and grandness of Marxist vision. He saw ahead
and was able to probe sharply into the essence
of events and change. He based hi~ life on
ordinary' people. He listened and learned from
them. He served them.
The purpose of remembering. Ken Miller
each year is not to make a god out of him.
Naturally he had his faults like everybody. Nor
in remembering him is it suggested that every
Communist must "measure up" to him or
necessarily model themselves on the details of
his life.
What is important is to seek out the Communist spirit in which he lived and struggled.
Ken Miller's work is still vivid in the
memory of many Australian Communists. It is
preserved in his many writings. His articles and
pamphlets are an example of a fine Communist
style of writing. Their language is simple and
straightforward. They are filled with the 'fruits
of investigation. Fact, analysis and argument are
woven together to powerfully bring out the
truth. They pierce through the fog and provide
the people with clear pointers for action. More
should be done to collect together and. study
the work of Ken Miller. His memory is ever
green.
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